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INTRODUCTION

HIV protease is an essential component in the replication of the

virus that causes AIDS.1 It activates other HIV proteins by cleaving

the nascent viral polyprotein chain at specific sites to produce

active proteins. Numerous crystal structures have been obtained,

leading to the discovery of the active site, and the prediction that

the enzyme utilizes an aspartic protease acid-base mechanism

for protein cleavage.2–8 However, the structural/conformational

changes that are required for binding of substrate, its cleavage, and

release of product are still obscure.

The HIV protease [Fig. 1(A)] is a 22 kDa homodimer. The scaf-

folding of the active site, formed by the homodimer’s interface,

contains two b-hairpin loops and two flexible b-hairpin structures

or ‘‘flaps’’ that close down on the active site upon substrate bind-

ing and open up for product release. Each 99-residue monomer

contributes a catalytically essential aspartic acid (Asp25) as part of

the conserved Asp-Thr-Gly sequence.9

The variations in flap conformations observed in X-ray studies

of the protease suggest that the flaps are flexible and can adopt

multiple conformations.10 NMR studies demonstrated that the

flap tips (residues 46–54) are, indeed, mobile on the micro-second

and sub-nanosecond time scales and move from one extreme

(closed) to another (open).11 As important as these observations

are, they do not provide atomic details about the role of the atoms

or residues in the flap movements, which are essential for under-

standing their function in substrate interaction and in drug resist-

ance. The flap tips, containing the hydrophobic sequence GGIGG,

are highly mobile, which is consistent with the presence of flexible

residues such as glycine. Scott and Schiffer12 suggest that curling

of the flap tips occurs to bury hydrophobic residues and aids in

substrate entry to the catalytic site. A mechanism for increasing

the conformational flexibility of the glycine rich flap tips was eluci-

dated by free energy simulations.13 Meagher and Carlson14 simu-

lated HIV protease and compared the MD flap fluctuation order
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ABSTRACT

HIV proteases can develop resistance to therapeutic

drugs by mutating specific residues, but still main-

tain activity with their natural substrates. To gain

insight into why mutations confer such resistance,

long (�70 ns) Molecular Dynamics simulations in

explicit solvent were performed on a multiple drug

resistant (MDR) mutant (with Asn25 in the crystal

structure mutated in silico back to the catalytically

active Asp25) and a wild type (WT) protease. HIV

proteases are homodimers, with characteristic flap

tips whose conformations and dynamics are known

to be important influences of ligand binding to the

aspartates that form the catalytic center. The WT

protease undergoes a transition between 25 and 35

ns that is absent in the MDR protease. The origin of

this distinction is investigated using principal com-

ponent analysis, and is related to differences in

motion mainly in the flap region of each monomer.

Trajectory analysis suggests that the WT transition

arises from a concerted motion of the flap tip dis-

tances to their catalytic aspartate residues, and the

distance between the two flap tips. These distances

form a triangle that in the WT expands the active

site from an initial (semi-open) form to an open

form, in a correlated manner. In contrast, the MDR

protease remains in a more closed configuration,

with uncorrelated fluctuations in the distances

defining the triangle. This contrasting behavior sug-

gests that the MDR mutant achieves its resistance to

drugs by making its active site less accessible to

inhibitors. The migration of water to the active site

aspartates is monitored. Water molecules move in

and out of the active site and individual waters

hydrogen bond to both aspartate carboxylate oxy-

gens, with residence times in the ns time regime.
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parameters with those from NMR experiments. It is evi-

dent that the behavior and positioning of these residues

will play a key role in substrate access to the enzyme15

and, possibly, in catalysis. Mutations in this region can

disrupt enzyme activity and, in addition, may impart

drug resistance.16–19

Since the protease is such an essential part of the HIV

life cycle, many drugs have been tested for their ability to

interact with and inhibit it. However, the enzyme muta-

tes at numerous sites at such a rapid rate that HIV prote-

ase becomes drug resistant in many individuals.9,20 Such

mutations can even lead to multiple drug resistant

(MDR) strains.9,10,20 Variants of HIV are able to evolve

MDR inhibitor resistance by complementary strategies

such as combinations of active-site and nonactive-site

mutations [Fig. 1(B)]. Some combinations of these muta-

tions reduce the affinity for both inhibitors and substrate

most probably by disrupting favorable binding interac-

tions.21,22 Conversely, some ‘‘compensatory mutations’’

are able to enhance the protease activities that have been

originally decreased by active-site mutations.9,23

The mechanism behind MDR inhibition is not well

understood, but the variants do have mutations in both

the active site and nonactive site regions. The inhibition

can be accomplished by disturbing favorable ligand pro-

tein interactions in the binding pocket. However, accu-

mulating evidence suggests that the flap region also plays

an important role in influencing both substrate and in-

hibitor binding/stability.12,24 Indeed, some ‘‘compensa-

tory’’ mutations occurring in the flap region can restore

activity that was disrupted by an earlier active-site muta-

tion.23,24 Although the flap mechanism of HIV activity

and inhibition is not known, it has been postulated that

the HIV protease’s flaps partition between an open and

closed form (closed corresponding to a ligand-bound

structure) where the flaps can move as much as 15 Å.25–27

The ability of certain mutants to alter the equilibrium

between the open and closed conformations, or to favor

a semi-open form (defined to correspond to the apo pro-

tease conformation), may produce the drug resistant

form of the enzyme.26,28 Another possibility for MDR is

that the active site specificity itself is reduced because of

a mutation(s) in the catalytic site, inducing an expansion

of the active site. It has been suggested that some HIV

MDR mutants have a decrease in the volume of amino

acid side chains within the active-site cavity because of

direct residues changes in the active site itself and/or by

mutations in the flap region preventing flap closure. This

expanded active site reduces the fit of inhibitors and low-

ers the binding affinity by decreasing van der Waals con-

tacts and hydrogen bonding.24,29

In addition to the role of crystallographic waters found

in HIV-protease in the presence of inhibitors, simulations

have also been carried out with added waters to investi-

gate their mechanistic role.30–33 It has been demon-

strated that water is involved by mediating inhibitor

binding, and in linking the flap regions together with

and without inhibitors.32,34 Certain inhibitors may

impede activity by filling the catalytic site with an inhibi-

tor hydroxyl group.10,30,35 An additional role for water

is at the active site where a ‘‘catalytic water,’’ used in pep-

tide hydrolysis by the enzyme, is thought to hydrogen

bond between Asp25 and Asp124.32

In this study we carry out long (greater than 70 ns)

explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

starting from a HIV-1 protease crystal structure obtained

from a patient exhibiting multiple drug resistance29 and,

as a control, from a wild type (WT) apo protease crystal

structure. Overall, the WT and MDR proteases ultimately

deviate from their respective crystal structures to a simi-

lar extent. However, the WT exhibits a more localized

structural change than the MDR that begins around 25

ns after initiation of the simulation. This WT ‘‘transi-

tion,’’ which occurred from �25–35 ns, involves a major

motion of the flaps that results in an open form of the

enzyme. The MDR mutant alters its overall configuration

from the crystal structure very quickly relative to the

Figure 1
Homodimer crystal structures of (A) WT (1hhp) and (B) MDR HIV Protease

(1RPI). In (A), the catalytic aspartates (Asp25 and Asp124) are displayed in

ball and stick,. The MDR structure also shows the mutations that lead to MDR

behavior in ball and stick. Note that (see Methods) the MDR was mutated in

silico from Asn to Asp for our simulation.
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WT, while its flaps for the most part remain in the semi-

closed form. The differing natures of the motions of the

WT and MDR mutant in the flap regions are dissected

with the use of a principal component analysis (PCA)

method. Much of the fluctuations in both forms arise

from fast flap curling motions, as was found in previous

simulations12,26 and NMR studies.11,15 Our attention is

mainly focused on the slower (on the MD time scale)

and more collective motions that PCA is designed to

pick up. The PCA does show that the transition behavior

of the WT is dominated by a coherent motion of the

flaps. By defining a triangular region whose sides connect

the flaps to the catalytic site and the two flap tips we

find a correlated expansion of the triangle that may be

designed to entrap substrate for the WT. The corre-

sponding MDR triangle fluctuates to a much smaller

extent and does so in an uncorrelated manner. These

contrasting features may suggest that active site expan-

sion is more facile (takes place on a faster time scale) in

the WT than in the MDR mutant, and supports the sug-

gestion that conformational flexibility is important to

catalytic activity. The use of explicit solvent and the rela-

tively long simulation time permits exploration of the

possibility of water diffusion into the active site. We find

that water molecules do enter the active site and one

water molecule will hydrogen bond, typically, to both

catalytic aspartates with a distribution of residence times

on the nanosecond time scale.

METHODS

Structural models

The wild-type crystal structure (1hhp) was obtained as

a monomer36 and imaged about its (x, y, z) twofold

symmetry axis to generate the active dimer. The MDR

mutant (1RPI) crystal structure was based on enzyme

obtained from a patient who had received long-term

drug therapy29 with the additional mutation of Asp25 to

Asn (D25N) at the active site (and similarly for the other

monomer) to prevent auto-proteolysis. The WT and

MDR sequences differ by the MDR-specific mutations:

L10I, M36V, S37N, M46L, I54V, I62V, L63P A71V, I84V,

L90M, and the additional residue mutation at the cata-

lytic site D25N, and analogous mutations for the other

monomer. The replacement of Asn by Asp was carried

out with the MOE37 software package. When these two

structures (WT and MDR) had their main chain atoms

superimposed, the root mean square deviation (RMSD)

was 1.06 Å. To make a proper comparison between the

MDR and WT differences, four structures, indicated by

their pdb-code designations and catalytic residues,

1hhp(D25), 1hhp(D25N), 1RPI(N25D), and 1RPI(D25N)

were utilized in our simulations. The data presented in

the following are for 1hhp(D25), the WT with aspartates

in the active site, and for 1RPI(N25D), the MDR where

the asparagines were computationally replaced by aspar-

tates in the active sites. The 70 ns data for the other

combinations,WT-1hhp(D25N) and MDR-1RPI(D25N),

that we ran are basically identical in their trajectories to

the WT �1hhp(D25) and MDR (1RPI(N25D) pair, indi-

cating that the results are not sensitive to the mutation

of the catalytic aspartates to asparagines, or vice versa.

These additional runs were carried out in part to

minimize the possibility that our results were a conse-

quence of differing initial conditions arising from the

different crystal structures. One way to test this and ver-

ify that the differing results of the WT and MDR mu-

tant trajectories were not a direct consequence of the

D25N mutation of the MDR enzyme is to mutate the

WT to the D25N form and the MDR to the N25D form

computationally and subject these two latter mutants to

the same length of simulation. The behaviors reported

in this paper for WT (D25) and MDR (N25D) were

consistent with those exhibited by the WT (D25N) and

MDR (D25N), illustrating that changing the initial con-

ditions has essentially no effect on the overall trajecto-

ries. Furthermore, the simulation time of �70 ns is very

long for typical MD runs and if initial conditions were

still influencing the results on the 10 s of ns time scale,

it would call into question the validity of many MD

simulations.

Molecular dynamics

The MD trajectories were generated with the AMBER

738 package. The starting structures of HIV-1 protease

(using any of the four structures) were loaded into the

Leap module39 with �5000 explicit water molecules

(TIP3) introduced for the WT 1hhp(D25) and 8000

waters for 1hhp(D25N). Crystallographic waters were

not included. For the MDR protease, �8000 waters

were used for the 1RPI(N25D) and 1RPI(D25N) simu-

lations. To achieve electroneutrality for the system, 6

Cl� ions were added to the WT and MDR HIV (D25)

species, while 4 Cl� ions were added to the proteases

containing the D25N mutation. In all simulations, the

temperature was kept constant at 300 K with a Ber-

endsen thermostat.40 The particle mesh Ewald me-

thod41 was used to treat long-range Coulombic inter-

actions and the simulations performed using the

SANDER module.38 The ionization states of the residues

were set appropriate to pH 7 with all histidines assumed

neutral. The SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain

bond lengths involving hydrogens, permitting a time step

of 2 fs.

The protein and water were first run at constant num-

ber and pressure while the temperature was ramped from

100 to 300 K over �6 ps, to adjust the density to �1 g/ml,

and then switched to the NVT ensemble for the dura-
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tion of the simulations. The enzyme constructs were

started with and without initial harmonic restraints (with

relaxing the restraints from 15 to 0 kcal/(mol Å2) over a

40 ps time period) on the whole system. No differences

were observed in energy or structure in the initial behav-

ior of the system.

In a simulation of WT HIV protease, Meagher and

Carlson14 found a difficulty with the simulation start

up. There was rapid (�100 ps scale) flap motion that

was traced to a deficiency of waters in the flap regions

caused by the AMBER scheme of water deletion around

a protein. They were able to cure this problem by a va-

riety of methods including restraining the protein for a

while to permit waters to diffuse into the cavity

spanned by the flaps and the catalytic aspartates. In our

simulations, we did not observe conformational changes

of the flaps on this time scale. The AMBER protocol for

solvating a solute uses a water box with lower than nor-

mal density, and then relies on a (short) fixed pressure

simulation to adjust to normal density. In doing so,

there can be pockets of vacuum/low density water that

need to be eliminated. In our simulation of the WT

there were initially �25 waters inside the cavity. When

the protein was heated to 300 K, and run for an addi-

tional 300–400 ps, apparently sufficient waters flowed

into the cavity to prevent the collapse found by Meager

and Carlson.14

Principal component analysis

In PCA42–44 the covariance matrix rij ¼< daidaj >
of the atom fluctuations dai from their trajectory-aver-

aged < . . . > values, where daiðtÞ ¼ aiðtÞ� < aiðtÞ >
and ai ¼ fxiðtÞ; yiðtÞ; ziðtÞg denotes the Cartesian com-

ponents of the ith atom, is diagonalized to produce the

(orthonormal) eigenvectors mi of the covariance matrix

s and the corresponding eigenvalues k2
i . The configura-

tion point r3N ðtÞ ¼ ðx1ðtÞ; y1ðtÞ; . . . ; zN ðtÞÞT is decom-

posed as

r3N ðtÞ ¼
X3N
i¼1

ðr3N ðtÞ �miÞmi ¼
X3N
i¼1

piðtÞmi ð1Þ

where piðtÞ is the trajectory projected in the direction of

the ith eigenvector (mode). In the rotated 3N-dimen-

sional Cartesian coordinate basis defined by the

mi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 3NÞ basis, the largest eigenvalue cap-

tures the largest fraction of the root mean square fluctua-

tion (RMSF), the second largest the next largest fraction

of the RMSF, etc of the trajectory data. Ordering the

eigenvalues from large to small leads, in favorable cases,

to a small set of modes that capture most of the protein’s

fluctuation. PCA is not restricted to harmonic motions;

it can describe collective transitions between structures

that differ greatly.

The contribution of atom j to the ith mode’s fluctua-

tion is obtained as jmj
ij ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðmjx

i Þ
2 þ ðmjy

i Þ
2 þ ðmjz

i Þ
2

q

� Component
j
i . The total RMSF2 can be decomposed as

RMSF2 ¼
X
i

k2
i ¼

X
i

k2
imi mi

¼
X
i

X
j

k2
i ðm

jx
i m

jx
i þm

jy
i m

jy
i þm

jz
i m

jz
i Þ

¼
X
i

X
j

ðkiComponent
j
iÞ

2 �
X
i

X
j

ðR-Component
j
iÞ

2

ð2Þ

The product kiComponent
j
i � R-Component

j
i � R

j
i is the

contribution of atom j in mode i to the total fluctuation

of the protein. Use of R
j
i makes it possible to compare

the importance of an atom across different modes; thus,

we have termed it the relative contribution or R-Compo-

nent. The time evolution of the ith mode is given by

piðtÞ as introduced in Eq. (1). If a particular piðtÞ (or

small set of piðtÞ) mirrors a significant motion that is

implicit in the trajectory, then examination of the corre-

sponding R
j
i will indicate which atoms contribute most

to this motion.

Data analysis

The program Analyzer45 was used for most of the

analysis of the MD trajectories. Root-mean-square devia-

tions (RMSD) from crystal structures and root-mean-

square fluctuations (RMSF) from trajectory-averaged

structures, along with the various PCA-based measures

discussed above were generated by Analyzer. Distance

measurements over the trajectories were generated using

the Ptraj module of AMBER.38

RESULTS

RMSD/RMSF

The CA atom RMSDs displayed in Figure 2 over the

total simulation time indicates that the MDR structure

deviates somewhat more from its crystal structure than

the WT. The largest variations in the WT and MDR

occur in the tips of the ‘‘flap’’ regions (residues 46–54

and 145–153 in monomer A and B, respectively). There

is an asymmetry between the two monomers in the WT

that is especially prominent in the flap region. The total

CA RMSD as a function of time (Fig. 3) shows that the

MDR enzyme deviates within a few ns from its crystal

structure while the WT does not. Indeed, the WT prote-

ase exhibits very little deviation from its crystal structure

for the first �30 ns, and then there is a transition to a

new state. After the WT transition, it and the MDR have
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similar total CA RMSD values. The total CA RMSD ver-

sus time of the MDR mutant excluding the flap tips (res-

idues 46–54 monomer A and residues 145–153 monomer

B) mirrors that displayed in Figure 3, with the differences

concentrated in first few 100 ps (data not shown). Thus,

the initial deviation from the x-ray structure cannot be

ascribed to a large flap tip motion; the motions responsi-

ble for the deviation are spread throughout the protein.

The CA RMSFs of the WT (Fig. 4) are mainly larger

than those of the MDR. The largest RMSFs are found in

the tips of the flap regions in both proteases. In Figure 4,

each monomer configuration was separately fit (super-

posed) to its corresponding reference monomer. A simi-

lar result is found by superposition on the respective

dimers.

Distance measurements

Figure 5 displays the time evolution of the distance

between the catalytic Asp25 CB and the flap tip Ile50 CA

Figure 2
RMSD from the crystal structure over the whole MD simulation of backbone

CAs. Notice the mainly greater deviation of the MDR (solid line) flap regions

than that of the WT (dotted line).

Figure 3
RMSD of the backbone CAs from the crystal structure versus time. The MDR

crystal structure (solid line) shows immediate movement away from its initial

structure. However, there is a later ‘‘transition’’ of the WT (dotted line) from

the crystal structure during an �10 ns interval, 25–35 ns.

Figure 4
RMSF of the backbone CAs over the entire simulation of the WT (solid line)

and MDR (dotted line) separated into their monomers.
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for each monomer. If the semi-open form of the enzyme

is indicated by this distance being �15.8 Å26 then the

MDR mutant monomers exist predominantly in this

form for a few ns in the time interval 0–30 ns. During

the same time interval, the WT samples this distance less

frequently, staying in a more ‘‘closed-like’’ conformation

than does the MDR protease. Histograms of the data

(Fig. 5) are shown in Figure 6. The average distance of

the WT monomers are �15 Å, while those of the MDR

mutant consistently sample regions that are >16 Å, over

the 0–30 ns time interval. From �25–35 ns the signifi-

cant structural transition of the WT is evident in the

RMSD data of Figure 3 and is reflected in the increase in

the distance of the catalytic aspartates to the flap tips of

monomer A and B, as shown in Figure 5. This structural

transition is also observed in the histogram peaks that

have shifted to the right indicating a higher probability

of a more open form for monomer A and monomer B

[Fig. 6(A)]. In the MDR mutant, the 0–30 ns histograms

exhibit bi-model distributions that reflect a sampling of

semi-open to open distances. The 30–72 ns histograms

indicate that the MDR monomers adopt a more closed

configuration with a narrower distribution of catalytic

aspartate to flap-tip distance [Fig. 6(B)].

The distances between the flap tips and their respective

catalytic aspartates, d25–50 and d124–149, and the flap tip

to flap tip distance d50–149 can be viewed as forming a

triangle (by merging the two catalytic aspartates) that

can be used as a proxy for the space available to insert

substrate. Figure 7 displays 3D plots, along with their 2D

projections, of the dimensions of this triangle for the

Figure 5
Distance of the flap tips to catalytic aspartates measured from I50 CA to D25

CB for monomer A (I149 to D124 for monomer B): WT monomer A (red), B

(black); MDR monomer A (green), B (blue). Both monomers of the WT show a

large increase in the measured distance over the same time interval as the

‘‘transition’’ interval identified in Figure 3. Conversely, the MDR atom positions

move closer together.

Figure 6
Histograms of the distance between the flap tip (I50 (I149) monomer A (B))

and the catalytic residue (D25 (D124) monomer A (B)). WT flaps (top panel)

are initially similar (0–25 ns) and are in an open form with different average

distances (35–72 ns). The MDR (0–30 ns, middle panel) distances show a

bi-modal distribution while during the later period (30–72 ns, bottom panel)

they adopt a more or less symmetrical closed-like form.
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WT [Fig. 7(A)] and MDR [Fig. 7(B)] simulation data. In

the WT there are two states evident in the 3D triangle

plot. The triangle area goes from around 35 to 55 Å2

defining, respectively, two clusters corresponding to a

small and large triangle. A large part of the transition

behavior evident in the RMSD data displayed in Figure 3

can be accounted for by the behavior of this triangle.

The transition between small and large triangle occurs by

a correlated expansion, where all three distances increase

in a coherent manner, as is clear from the 2D projec-

tions. After the transition, the averages of the flap tip to

respective catalytic aspartate distances do differ by about

3 Å, so the larger triangle state is not isosceles.

In the MDR protease, the 3D triangle plot and its cor-

responding 2D projections [Fig. 7(B)] show no evidence

for two-state behavior (in agreement with the RMSD ver-

sus time data displayed in Fig. 3). For the bulk of the

data, the 2D projection plots show a lack of correlation

in the respective pairs of distances excursions. For the

rare excursions where the flap tip to flap tip distance

becomes large, the flap tip to catalytic aspartate distances

(separately) do follow. Thus, the mutant triangle (of ap-

proximate dimension 45 Å2) has its sides mainly fluctuat-

ing in an uncorrelated fashion.

Principal component analysis

A PCA of the WT and MDR HIV trajectories was car-

ried out. The data are summarized in Table I based on

an analysis of the dimer (D) and the separate monomers

(A and B). Note that the superpositions that are used to

process the trajectory data are different for the three

cases D, A and B. In addition to the total trajectory, PCA

on the WT was carried out in three intervals, 0–25,

25–35, and 35–72 ns, and we will refer to the 25–35 ns in-

terval as the transition interval because the WT transitions

between two conformational states during this time pe-

riod. The total RMSF2 (from the CA atoms) is listed

along with the percentages due to the first three PCA

eigenvectors, which we shall refer to as Modes 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 7
3D plots and their 2D projections from trajectory snapshots of the triangle

formed by the flap tip to catalytic aspartate distances, d25–50, d124–149, and the

flap tip to flap tip distance d25–149. WT (top panel) showing two states with one

consisting of small area triangles and the other of larger area triangles,

illustrating a more closed-like form moving to a more open one. MDR mutant

(bottom panel) showing one state throughout the entire simulation.

Table I
Total Fluctuation and % Contributions From the First Three PCA

Modes of WT and MDR HIV.

Time range (ns) WT Da WT Ab WT Bc MDR Da MDR Ab MDR Bc

0–72
RMSF2 (�2) 2155 485 809 1191 428 417
Mode 1 (%) 48 55 51 25 23.5 22.3
Mode 2 (%) 12 3.7 8 14 16.5 12.5
Mode 3 (%) 5 2.9 6 7 5.6 8.7

0–25
RMSF2 (�2) 1282 450 427 1141
Mode 1 (%) 27.2 30.0 21.5 36.0
Mode 2 (%) 21.0 16.0 18.3 13.5
Mode 3 (%) 8.0 6.5 9.0 5.5

35–72
RMSF2 (�2) 987 281 390 823
Mode 1 (%) 23.0 17.4 17.3 18.0
Mode 2 (%) 11.0 9.7 13.3 12.0
Mode 3 (%) 9.5 4.8 8.7 6.7

25–35
RMSF2 (�2) 362.85 562.87
Mode 1 (%) 31.5 47.0
Mode 2 (%) 16.6 7.8
Mode 3 (%) 6.7 5.7

aSuperposition of frames carried out on dimer.
bSuperposition of frames carried out on monomer A.
cSuperposition of frames carried out on monomer B.
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The WT RMSF2 over the 0–72 ns interval is larger than

that of the MDR but the RMSF2s are comparable over

the 0–25 and 35–72 ns intervals. The differences in this

regard are concentrated in the 25–35 ns transition inter-

val. The WT has a greater variation in its first three

modes than that of the MDR mutant. Indeed, 60% of

the WT RMSF2 is contained in the first two modes, while

the same percentage requires seven modes in the MDR

mutant. The MDR monomers exhibit comparable behav-

ior while the WT monomers are different in scale, the

difference more evident in the transition interval, and in

the 35–72 ns interval. In agreement with the WT mono-

mer RMSFs in Figure 4 and flap tip to catalytic aspartate

distances in Figure 5, it is evident that the WT monomer

B is undergoing a larger motion than A.

To trace these behaviors to atom displacements, the

RMSFs of each CA corresponding to the trajectories of

the first three modes were obtained. In each time interval

and for each mode, the flap tip region is prominent. In

the PCA using the total simulation time the WT mono-

mers appear quite similar, but in the interval data the

transition time RMSFs are mainly sharper, especially for

monomer B. The data for the transition interval is dis-

played in Figure 8, using the R-components defined in

Eq. (2) that permits comparison of atom RMSFs among

different modes. (The data over the total time for Mode

1 is very similar to Figure 8 for the transition interval.)

Mode 1 is dominated by the flap tip region and this is

more so in monomer B. This mode also shows (especially

in monomer B) movement in residues 64 through 69

which form a b-turn after the flap region at the base of

the enzyme. This indicates that the latter region, along

with other noticeable regions, show some flexibility and

moves in a concerted motion with the flap region.

For Mode 1 in the other time intervals, (data not

shown) monomer A is also dominated by the tip region

but monomer B also has other prominent peaks. The

percentages for Modes 2 and 3 are rather small and their

motions, aside from always having a component from

around the flap tip, does involve significant displace-

ments of quite a few atoms. The modes in a PCA are of

course collective properties, and the behavior exhibited

by Mode 1, with its rather strong concentration around

the flap tip is evidence of a more local motion. Compar-

ing Modes 1 and 2 in Figure 8 shows that the proportion

of tip motion is larger in Mode 1, indicating that a more

local motion is captured in Mode 1.

That the atom motions for Mode 1 of the WT have a

large contribution around the tip holds for the three

time intervals (0–25, 25–35, and 35–72). Yet, there must

be a distinction between the motions in the transition

and non-transition intervals. From RMSF measures it is

not clear if a (random) oscillatory motion (which we use

as a term to characterize flap tip fluctuations) or a tran-

sition between two conformations is occurring. There-

fore, we examine the piðtÞ (i ¼ 1–3), which are the pro-

Figure 8
CA RMSFs for dominant PCA modes of the WT and MDR over the transition

interval, 25–35 ns. (A) and (B) Monomer A and B respectively of the WT

showing mode one (line), two (dash) and three (dots). The dominance of the

flap (res 49–54) motion is evident, especially in monomer B. (C) A similar

RMSF pattern is found in the MDR mutant (showing monomer A; monomer B

not shown) indicating that flap motion is prominent in both enzymes.
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jections of the trajectory onto the first three PCA eigen-

vectors. These projections, displayed in Figure 9, show

that only Mode 1 describes the transition behavior, and

the effect is more dramatic in monomer B. Thus, while

Modes 2 and 3 have strong contributions from the flap

tip region, they are not describing the transition between

states. Only Mode 1 incorporates this behavior. That

Mode 1 for monomer B has a more dramatic transition

is consistent with the mode percentages in Table I and

the relatively larger tip peak in Figure 8. In the other

time intervals, the Mode 1 monomer B and A tip peaks

are comparable. Thus, over the entire simulation, there is

an oscillatory motion of the flap tip region, and the tran-

sition behavior that corresponds to the flap tip moving

between two states is superimposed on this oscillatory

motion.

In monitoring the curling behavior [Fig. 10(A)] of the

WT, it was noticed, as with Perryman et al.26 that the

flaps sample different angles on two time scales; one on

the ps and the other on the ns time scale. We also

observed during the transition time a substantial altera-

tion in the angles whereby both monomers become

synchronized. This is consistent with the idea that the

curling of the tips triggers the opening of the entire flap

region.23,26,46 In the MDR enzyme, the flaps never con-

sistently synchronize in their behavior and hence never

achieve an ‘‘open’’ structure [Fig. 10(B)].

The percentage contributions of Mode 1 are around

25% for the MDR dimer and monomers. Thus, Mode 1

is not as important to the MDR as the WT, most likely

due to the large influence of the transition behavior on

the WT Mode 1. The Mode 1 MDR pattern of CA

RMSF versus residue based on monomer superpositions

is similar in pattern to the WT Mode 1 monomer A

Figure 9
The projections of the trajectory onto the first three modes for the WT monomer

A and B. Only Mode 1 reflects the transition behavior (25–35 ns).

Figure 10
Flap curling, defined by the angle formed from the three CAs of G48-G49-I50

(G147-G148-I149) monomer A (monomer B), versus time. (A) WT shows

monomer A (black) and monomer B (gray) exchanging angles initially, but

synchronizing their behavior at �35 ns with both monomers having a less bent

structure until 60 ns. (B) MDR shows monomer A (black) and B (gray)

swapping angles for most of the simulation.
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[Fig. 8(C)]. This indicates that the flap tip residue oscil-

lations are dominating Mode 1, and are the most impor-

tant motion in the MDR. In the WT and MDR mutant,

the dominant motion excluding the transition behavior

of the WT that is identified by Mode 1 is the flap tip os-

cillation.

WT catalytic aspartates 25 and 124

The catalytic residues (Asp 25; Asp 124) sitting at the

bottom of the active site have their OD1 oxygens within

�3 Å of each other upon dimerization. The carboxylates

of both aspartates (the two carboxylate oxygens are

denoted as OD1 and OD2) are hydrogen bond acceptors

for waters. The approach of Asp25 and Asp124 results in

the scaffolding upon which a water molecule required for

catalysis can bind.31,47,48 During the simulation, water

molecules migrated to the catalytic residues Asp25 and

Asp124 to form hydrogen bonds, and would subsequently

depart, with different residence lifetimes. When bound, a

water molecule bridges Asp25 and Asp124 by hydrogen

bonding to both residues. In all cases, water occupied the

catalytic site on the ns time scale. Some of the time, a

water molecule occupied this catalytic site for up to �6

ns (Fig. 11). In this latter instance, Asp25 OD1 maintains

hydrogen bonding contact with WAT 2215 throughout

the �6 ns while Asp124 has its OD1 and OD2 exchange

their hydrogen bonding positions over this same time

interval. Contrary to the waters in WT HIV, water mole-

cules at the active site in the separate simulation of the

MDR with the asparagines from the crystal structure

1RPI(D25N) have on average much shorter dwell times.

Indeed, throughout the MDR simulation the only dura-

ble hydrogen bonding at this site was between the OD1

oxygen of one monomer (D25N) to the other monomer’s

(D124N) ND2 nitrogen.

DISCUSSION

The HIV protease simulations were carried out with-

out a ligand because we were most interested in contrast-

ing the WT and MDR mutant apo protease conforma-

tional fluctuations. The great number of HIV protease

crystal structures obtained and simulations preformed

with a variety of ligands show that the binding cavity can

take on many different shapes, and corresponds to vol-

umes that can differ by a factor of two. Consistent with

this, our data shows substantial differences associated

with the separate proteins where the plasticity is mainly

because of a consequence of the flexibility of the flap

regions, with their high glycine content.12

To validate the simulation results on the WT

1hhp(D25) with the catalytic aspartates and the MDR

1RPI(N25D), 70 ns simulations were also carried out on

the MDR mutant 1RPI(D25N) and the WT 1hhp(D25N)

to see if the major effect was from the presence of active

site asparagines. The results show that this is not the

case. The data for these latter simulations (not shown)

are essentially the same as that presented here, indicating

that the WT transition behavior and lack of this feature

in the MDR mutant are not affected by the replacement

of the two (charged) aspartates by two (neutral) aspara-

gines. This replacement, of course, creates different initial

conditions for both the WT and the MDR HIV protease

that is much more pronounced than starting different

trajectories by using different velocity distributions, and

provides further evidence that there is a real distinction

between the WT and MDR varieties of the protease. Fur-

thermore, the long durations of the simulations should

be beyond the influence of initial conditions, such as dif-

fering initial velocities, on the trajectories.

The distances between the catalytic Asp25 to the flap

tip residue Ile50 displayed in Figure 5 show that the

MDR mutant (for the majority of the simulation) and

the WT initially are in what has been referred to as a

semi-open form (see below) for the first �25 ns, which

is thought to be a favorable structure11,26,27,49 based

on previous simulations and NMR studies. However, the

Figure 11
Catalytic water bridged between monomers. The aspartate carboxylate oxygens,

labeled OD1 and OD2, are hydrogen bond acceptors for water. Top panel: the

distance of OD1 (solid line) and OD2 (dotted line) of Asp25 to the oxygen of

water 2215. There is no exchange between OD1 and OD2 for several ns. Bottom

panel: OD1 (dashed line) and OD2 (solid line) of Asp124. There are multiple

exchanges between the oxygens that bridge the catalytic water. This was found to

be typical throughout the entire simulation.
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WT, starting around 25 ns (Fig. 5), extends itself to an

‘‘open’’ form over 10 ns, after which it remains open for

the rest of the simulation, which is consistent with the

RMSD data (Fig. 3). The histograms (Fig. 6) of the dis-

tance data of Figure 5 illustrate that both WT monomers

undergo a transition to states with larger average flap-tip

to catalytic residue distances than before the transition

with monomer A’s average distance at �18 Å and mono-

mer B’s at �21 Å. In contrast, the monomers of the

MDR mutant have their average distance around 16 Å

through the first �30 ns and slightly contracted to

around 15 Å for the interval 35–72.

NMR studies indicate that the predominant form of

WT HIV protease is the semi-open structure with the

flap tip residues (46–54) moving on a nanosecond time

scale.11,50 In addition, apo protease free-energy simula-

tions49 point to the semi-open form as more stable than

the closed form due to entropic effects in the flap region.

However, in simulations of the solvated apo enzyme

without any constraints, WT HIV has been observed to

go from the semi-open to a fully open structure on the

nanosecond time scale, exhibiting asymmetric flap behav-

ior.12 On the basis of a series of 3 ns simulations of WT

HIV, Meagher and Carlson14 suggested that the semi-

open form would be stabilized by crystalline contacts,

and that the loss of these contacts in a solvated MD sim-

ulation would destabilize the semi-open conformation A

long (42 ns) implicit solvent simulation27 of a WT HIV

protease, with its ligand removed, had a definite prefer-

ence for the semi-open form but sampled the closed,

semi-open and open conformations. Our studies do

show that this semi-open form is one of at least two sta-

ble forms found in our 70 ns simulation. The second,

stable open configuration occurred after the first �30 ns.

The MD simulation12 that found opening on a scale of 1

ns was contrasted with NMR experiments where flap

opening was assigned to the ms-ls time scale.11,50 The

NMR structure may be more open than what we find on

the 30 ns time scale. However, it is difficult to compare

the forms of the open states because the NMR analysis

provides a time scale, and the information that there is a

significant structural change, but cannot provide an at-

omistic structure.

The MDR mutant containing multiple mutations (in

the active and other sites), including several possibly act-

ing as ‘‘compensatory mutations’’ (e.g. M46L; see Intro-

duction), adopts a semi-open to closed forms during the

simulation, and does not exhibit motions that lead to

large flap openings. This behavior of the flaps adopting a

closed-like form has been observed before with the non-

active site mutation M46I, which induces indinavir resist-

ance.51 MD (vacuum) studies of this apo HIV M46I mu-

tant showed that it retains, over the simulation time

investigated, a closed state in comparison to the apo WT

protease under the same conditions of an external force

used to drive the protease core residues from a closed

conformation to one in a semi-open structure.52 Using

explicit water and longer simulation times, it was shown

that the flap region of ligand-bound WT HIV exhibited

greater flexibility than the ligand-bound mutant M46I in

the same region.23 Indeed, several crystal structures of

HIV proteases containing certain mutations exhibit lower

flexibility, as indicated by their smaller B factor val-

ues.22,23,53,54 In another study using crystallographic

temperature factor comparisons between the flap mutant

(G48H) and WT HIV, it was found that the flap regions

were more rigid in their mobility than the WT enzyme.55

This connection between the reduced flap mobility and

the enzyme’s ability to bind inhibitor efficiently has been

suggested in several studies.23,56,57 In our study, the

in vivo mutated sites leading to the MDR species showed

no significant fluctuations (RMSFs) and thus the differ-

ence in the motion between the WT and MDR are an ac-

cumulative (coupled) event.

The PCA of the WT and MDR was carried out to see

if large amplitude modes exist and, if so, to identify the

nature of the motions to which they correspond. With

the known distinction between the mobile flap regions

and the more rigid core of the remainder of the protease,

a PCA analysis should provide a good separation into a

few important modes and a large number of small, essen-

tially Gaussian fluctuation modes. There is, indeed, good

separation of the overall mean square fluctuation, with

the first two modes contributing 60% of the total RMSF2

for the WT. To obtain the same percentage requires seven

modes in the MDR mutant that, while still a small num-

ber of modes, does indicate a significant difference

between the WT and MDR proteases. The MDR protease

motion is less coherent than that of the WT.

For the WT over the entire simulation time, Mode 1

contributes �50% to the total RMSF2 whether based on

dimer or monomer superposition (Table I). Note the

strong similarity between the CA RMSFs of Mode 1 (Fig.

8) and those based on the trajectory atom displacements

for 25–35 ns (Fig. 4). (The agreement is even closer for

the RMSFs when evaluated for the entire trajectory). The

atom displacements that contribute the most to Mode 1

are concentrated in the flap tips. Projecting the trajectory

onto the first three eigenvectors (Fig. 9) does show that

it is Mode 1 that carries not only the information on the

flap tip oscillations but also describes the transition

behavior. Carrying out separate PCAs on these different

time intervals (pretransition 0–25 ns (data not shown),

transition 25–35 ns (Fig. 8) and post-transition times

35–72 ns (data not shown)) also confirms that Mode 1

has an important contribution in each interval from flap

tip motions. The picture that emerges from the mode

analysis is of rapid and persistent flap tip oscillation that

has superimposed on it the slower, large-scale change in

conformation that takes place in the transition interval.

The atom motions corresponding to Mode 1 in the

transition and a non-transition interval are indicated
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in Figure 12(A,B). Note that in the ith PCA mode

the corresponding atom displacements are given by

r3N
i ðtÞ ¼ piðtÞmi , [cf. Eq. (1)], so that all the atoms

move with the same time dependence. The arrows drawn

in Figure 12(A) (the WT) indicate that the coherent

mode motion counterbalances the flap tip and the resi-

due 64–69 regions.

As stated, the MDR mutant does not exhibit the tran-

sition behavior found in the WT that leads to the open

configuration. That might suggest that the first few

modes are not as important for the MDR as for the WT,

which is correct in terms of percentage contributions to

the total RMSF2. Nevertheless, Mode 1 of the MDR is

still a faithful descriptor of the important flap motion, as

a comparison of the RMSFs in Figure 4 and the data for

MDR Mode 1 shown in Figure 8(C). These similarities in

flap patterns between WT HIV and MDR illustrate the

importance of flap tip motion, though there are certainly

differences for other residue regions. The data indicate

that flap tip residue oscillations dominate Mode 1, and

are the most important motion in the MDR. Thus, the

key motion of flap tip oscillation is common to the

MDR and WT proteases. The differences between them

are associated with the much longer time scale motions

associated with the WT transition behavior.

The PCA identifies the key motions of flap tip oscilla-

tion and, in the WT, a conformational transition with

displacements concentrated in the flap region. The trian-

gle analysis summarized by Figure 7(A) suggests that

there is a coherent expansion of this triangle that may

provide the fluctuations to, when open, trap substrate

and, when closed, aid in forming the catalytically active

geometry. Not only do the d25–50 and d124–149 distances

increase in concert, but also so does the d25–149 distance.

This conclusion is based on the strong correlation

between the flap tip and respective catalytic aspartate dis-

tances, d25–50 and d124–149, as well as the correlation with

the d25–149 distance that is evident by projecting the 3D

data onto the three 2D planes. There is a tendency for

the flap tip to flap tip distance d50–149 to remain around

4.5 Å while the d25–50 and d124–149 distances increase to

around 17 Å and, for further increase in the d25–50 and

d124–149 distances, the d25–149 distance transitions to

around 7 Å. Thus, it appears that the (correlated)

increase of flap tip to catalytic aspartate distances permits

a transition in the flap tip to flap tip distance. In contrast

to this coherent expansion of the WT triangle, not only

does the MDR exhibit a more compact structure, but

also the sides of the triangle do not exhibit correlated

motion for most of the trajectory data. Only when there

are unusually large distance excursions, which are con-

centrated in the shorter time data, is there a connection

among these distances. Another manifestation of the cor-

related behavior in the WT is seen in Figure 10, where

the flap angles of the WT synchronize their flap move-

ment during the transition period, moving to a less bent

(un-curled) structure. The un-curled geometry of both

the flaps appears to occur only after the opening

(increasing distance between I50 and I149) of the dimer.

Figure 12
Structural representation of mode one trajectories: (A) WT monomer B during

the transition time (25–35 ns) with the arrow showing the directionality of the

motion. (B) WT monomer B during the 35–45 ns time interval with the double

arrow indicting the non-directionality of movement.
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This result is consistent with the proposition that the

flap tips might be controlling the opening process for

substrate entry.15,24,26

Water movement to the catalytic site during the simu-

lation of the WT protease was investigated. Initially, no

water was present near the catalytic site, but eventually a

water molecule consistently bridged the two catalytic

aspartates by hydrogen bonding to them. The lifetime of

these waters varies from around 1 ns to several ns (4–7

ns). In Figure 11, one such situation is shown where the

Asp25 OD2 is in hydrogen bonding contact with W2215

for �6 ns while OD1 and OD2 of Asp 124 exchange

with W2215. No correlation between the carboxyl group

rotations (measuring the dihedral given by the backbone

N, CA, CB and OD2 between CA and CB of either

Asp25 or Asp124) and the exchange of water molecules

was found. Similar water behavior was found for the

MDR 1RPI(N25D) protease (data not shown). Slower

exchange rate water molecules that bridge the catalytic

aspartates could support the hydrolysis of the peptide

bonds. In contrast, the MDR mutant 1RPI(D25N) exhib-

its mobile waters having no active site residence lifetimes

greater than 1 ns and with no water bridging between

the ‘‘catalytic’’ residues. Instead of two charged aspartates

acting as acceptors for forming hydrogen bonds to water,

the asparagines provide the opportunity for the observed

consistent hydrogen bonding between the OD1 of one

monomer and the ND2 of the other monomer. In terms

of a reaction mechanism, it is thought that the aspartates

in the HIV catalytic site share one proton, with the net

�1 charge delocalized over both carboxylates. When sub-

strate binds, it has been suggested that the aspartates are

disrupted with one becoming protonated and the other

negatively charged. Subsequently, the charged aspartate

deprotonates a water molecule and then the hydroxyl

nucleophile attacks the backbone carboxyl of the sub-

strate peptide.58–60

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The MDR protease, with its mutations indicated in

Figure 1(B), is resistant to therapeutic drugs, but still

maintains activity with its natural substrate. To gain

insight into why these mutations in the MDR protease

confer such resistance, long (�70 ns) MD simulations in

explicit solvent were performed on the MDR mutant and

a WT protease to observe their structural fluctuations on

a multi-nanosecond time scale.

Analysis of the entire trajectory shows that the flap

tips are capable of rapid fluctuations that correspond to

a curling motion. RMSF measures show that the flap tip

regions are the most flexible parts of the WT and MDR

proteases. The WT protease also exhibits a much slower

motion that corresponds to opening of the flap tips.

Investigation by PCA shows that there is dominant mode

of motion that has major contributions from the flap

regions for both proteases.

The WT protease undergoes a transition that mainly

arises from a concerted motion of the flap tips relative to

their catalytic residues and the relative motion of the two

flap tips. The triangle formed by these residues opens up

the active site from the initial semi-open to an open

form, and the expansion takes place in a coherent man-

ner. During this expansion, the flap tip geometry changes

from a more curled to a less curled form, and that geom-

etry persists for a long time after the transition. In con-

trast, the MDR protease remains in a more semi-closed

configuration with uncorrelated fluctuations in the dis-

tances defining the triangle.

Understanding the mechanism of substrate/inhibitor

specificity between the WT and MDR, and how this pro-

cess depends on the flap behavior is challenging. One

possible scenario that is consistent with the simulation

results is based on the contrast between the long poly-

peptide chain substrate of HIV protease and its inhibitors

that tend to be small molecules. If the polypeptide sec-

tion to be cleaved has a pre-bound state with a part

inside the protease and other portions in interaction with

the surface around the attachment region, then one can

envision this first step as initial attachment of the sub-

strate to enzyme. The access of the polypeptide substrate

to the interior depends on the flap movement of HIV,

but it is positioned favorably to take advantage of the

flap opening when it occurs. Once access to the interior

of the protease is achieved, in a second step, the polypep-

tide can move into the active site and be positioned in a

proper orientation to be cleaved. In this scenario, it

would be easier for WT HIV than the MDR to complete

the initial interaction of ‘‘jamming’’ the active site

because of the larger fluctuations of the WT. But, once

this initial binding has taken place, both the WT and

MDR behave in a similar fashion with regard to binding

to the active site. If this second step is rate limiting, then

the WT and MDR bind the polypeptide similarly. Conse-

quently, the larger flap fluctuations in the WT versus the

MDR would not influence the polypeptide binding. For

the inhibitor with the MDR protease, because the inhibi-

tor is small, it might not be able to position itself on the

enzyme to take advantage of the rare openings of the

flap region, while with the WT, the inhibitor can more

readily gain access. Therefore, for an inhibitor, in con-

trast to the polypeptide, the enhanced flap fluctuations in

the WT lead to better inhibitor binding in the WT rela-

tive to the MDR. In summary, this scheme suggests that

the substrate would out-compete the inhibitor in the

MDR HIV, and that the MDR and WT would behave the

same once true substrate is initially bound. This would

explain the difference between a candidate inhibitor’s

ability to be an effective inhibitor of the WT, but not the

MDR protease.
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